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NDSR UK
• First international, 

collaborative 
NDSR project

• Partnership 
between Library of 
Congress, King’s 
College London, 
and Royal 
Collection Trust

Georgian Papers Programme

• Programme Partners
– College of William and Mary
– King’s College, London
– Omohundro Institute of Early American 

History and Culture
–  Royal Collection Trust
–  Library of Congress
–  Mt. Vernon Library

– Sons of the American Revolution


Background for NDSR UK (1) 

•  2015: Georgian Papers Programme launched w/Omohundro 
& Royal Archives (LC is minor player)

•  When NDSR moved to NIO, suggestion emerged to get 
Georgian Papers jump-started through a Resident

•  Instead of conventional NDSR host competition, project staff 
at both LC Manuscripts and Royal Archives were asked to 
collaborate in writing NDSR project description

•  Initial project description was more for a multi-year 
professional consultant than for a 1-year NDSR

•  NDSR administrative staff intervened to re-write the NDSR 
project description to tasks and timeframe appropriate for an 
NDSR experience and capabilities

Background for NDSR UK (2)  Background for NDSR UK (3) 
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Background for NDSR UK (4) 
LC Press Release (Oct 2016) about signing of Georgian 

Papers MOU

•  “making	  the	  materials	  available	  to	  scholars;	  holding	  a	  conference	  at	  the	  
Library	  of	  Congress	  about	  using	  collec9ons	  at	  various	  ins9tu9ons	  in	  a	  
synergis9c	  manner;	  and	  laying	  the	  groundwork	  for	  an	  exhibi9on	  at	  the	  
Library	  of	  Congress,	  currently	  planned	  for	  2020/2021”	  

•  “The	  MOU	  is	  the	  first	  interna9onal	  agreement	  by	  new	  Librarian	  of	  
Congress	  Carla	  Hayden,	  who	  noted,	  “This	  collabora9on	  will	  take	  us	  right	  to	  
the	  beginning	  of	  our	  na9on,	  linking	  for	  the	  first	  9me	  materials	  from	  the	  
English	  perspec9ve	  and	  the	  perspec9ve	  of	  its	  rogue	  colony—	  the	  new	  
United	  States	  of	  America.	  I	  am	  so	  pleased	  for	  the	  Library	  of	  Congress	  to	  
provide	  personnel	  in	  our	  digital	  stewardship	  program	  to	  assist	  in	  this	  
important	  work.	  We	  are	  also	  very	  interested	  in	  the	  prospect	  of	  a	  joint	  
exhibi9on	  that	  would	  allow	  our	  great	  ins9tu9ons	  to	  provide	  context	  and	  
content	  in	  a	  collabora9ve	  fashion.	  The	  public	  can	  benefit	  greatly	  from	  this	  
joint	  effort.” 

Background for NDSR UK (5) 
Georgian Papers is much more than NDSR for NIO

•  Scholarly and educational conferences
•  Joint exhibitions
•  Many activities being discussed

Project Overview

• Conduct a comparative analysis of 
descriptive metadata for the selected 
collections

• Review functionality and workflows for 
two open access digital aggregators: 
DPLA and Europeana

• Develop use cases for the collections
• Conduct a gap analysis


Comparative Metadata Analysis
•  Collections selected at Library of Congress and Royal 

Collection Trust
–  George Washington Papers
–  Benjamin Franklin Papers
–  British Cartoon Prints
–  Revolutionary War Era Maps
–  Early American Newspapers

•  Metadata pain points
–  Dates
–  Names
–  Field Labels

Online Metadata Aggregators NDSR UK Quarter 1: 
Lessons Learned

Challenges
•  Distinguishing between NDSR program staff and 

mentors
•  Setting a schedule and sticking to it
•  Keeping everyone informed
Opportunities
•  Learning international standards and learning from 

international projects
•  Collaborative digital library projects
•  Connecting a remote resident to an area cohort
•  NDSR orientation for one
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Further Discussions & Challenges
•  What look like the most critical challenges during a 

project aren’t necessarily the most important issues 
when one can reflect after the project is over

•  Perhaps this project had too many stakeholders, each 
with differing views and priorities

•  Project Management
•  Mentors
•  Remote divisions
•  Physical distance from rest of cohort
•  With no host competitive process, is this really an 

NDSR? What are the essential qualities and procedures 
that every NDSR site must have? Can one part of LC 
serve as NDSR administration, and another as mentor?


